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Orienge Presents Next Generation of Conterra FIM (V2.0) for Accounts 
Payable Automation and Now Including Expense Report Management 

at Fusion 2014, Booth #617 

New York, New York, April 23, 2014 – Orienge, LLC (“Orienge”) announces participation in the forthcoming 
conference & expo Fusion 2014 presenting the next generation of Conterra FIM, comprehensive enterprise-
level software, comprising accounts payable automation, invoice management and a new functionality, 
expense report management. 

Fusion 2014 is the largest event of the year for accounts payable, accounts receivable, and the related fields 
of information management and data capture. This year’s conference offers more than 150 educational 
sessions across a dozen focused learning tracks, exceptional networking & social events, and a vibrant 
exhibit hall hosting more than 125 providers of financial operations’ products and services. 

Fusion 2014 will take place in Dallas at the Gaylord Texan 
Resort and Convention Center, May 5-8, 2014 where 
Orienge will demonstrate the latest version of Conterra 
Financial Information Management, Conterra FIM 2.0. We 
invite you to visit Orienge’s booth number 617 to learn more. 

Attendees can get acquainted with the newest Conterra FIM 
version highlighted by an enhanced interface, improvements 
to the front-end OCR process, new settings to adapt to 
unique business rules, advanced GL coding support and the 
new Expense Report Management. This software, a natural 
addition to Conterra FIM APA, is designed to streamline 
expense reports input, verification, approval and payment 
processes for both pre-paid and non-pre-paid expenses. 
Integration with your accounting or payroll system facilitates 
payment and reimbursement processes, simplifies reports 
creation and provides efficient financial control. 

“I am proud to present the latest version of the Conterra FIM software to the attendees of Fusion 2014 
conference” said Daniel P. Shields, President and CEO of Orienge. “Now with the extended functionality, 
Conterra FIM allows you to streamline the approval process for both invoices and expense reports, increase 
financial transparency, minimize cheating and better manage your company expenses. Visit our booth 
number 617 and be the first to see the new features with your own eyes. If you cannot attend the conference, 
take the chance to visit our website and get a free in-person demo to know us better” 

 ### 

Orienge, LLC (“Orienge”) is a software development, sales, and consulting organization focusing on 
Information Management (IM) and Enterprise Content Management (ECM) in the United States. 
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